Abstract-Custom processors based on application-specific or domain-specific instruction sets are gaining popularity, and are often used to implement critical architectural blocks in complex systems-on-chip. While several advances have been made in the area of custom processor architectures, tools, and design methodologies, designers are still required to manually perform some critical tasks, such as selection of the custom instructions best suited to the given application and design constraints. We present a scalable methodology for the synthesis of a custom processor from an embedded software program. A key feature of the proposed methodology is its scalability, which is achieved by exploiting the structured, hierarchical nature of large software programs. We motivate the need for such a methodology, and describe the algorithms used for the critical steps, including hardware resource budgeting, local optimizations, and global exploration. Our methodology utilizes the concept of "soft" instruction templates, which can be adapted by adding operations to them or deleting operations from them at any time during the design space exploration process, allowing for global design decisions to be interleaved with fine-grained optimizations. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that uses the program hierarchy to derive soft instruction templates to synthesize application-specific processors for scalable applications. We have integrated our methodology in an open-source compiler, and verified it using a commercial extensible processor. Experiments with several benchmarks indicate that our methodology can effectively tackle large programs. It results in the synthesis of highquality custom processors that demonstrate an average speedup of 2.82 and a maximum speedup of 6.07 . As a side-effect, the processor energy is also reduced. The average and maximum reduction in the energy-delay product for the benchmarks are 7.64 and 18.85 , respectively. The CPU times required for custom processor synthesis are quite small, indicating that the proposed techniques can be applied to embedded software programs of significant complexity.
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TVLSI.2006.886410 for integrated circuit (IC) design. Such programmable solutions provide the ability to achieve short product cycles and cope with changing application functionality (e.g., in areas with evolving standards). Furthermore, they allow a design to be reused across different product variants or versions, addressing the challenge of burgeoning nonrecurring engineering (design and mask) costs. However, the rapid expansion in the market for embedded systems with tight constraints on cost, performance, size, and power consumption (e.g., digital cameras, cell phones, PDAs, HDTVs, to name a few), implies that the need to customize the architecture to the application or application domain will continue to be a primary driving requirement in system-on-chip (SoC) design.
The application-specific instruction set processor (ASIP) can provide a good tradeoff between flexibility and efficiency, by tailoring the instruction set and microarchitecture to one specific application, or to a set of applications for the same domain. The recent emergence of configurable and extensible processors [1] , [2] has generated significant interest, and several complex SoCs featuring such processors (often several on the same IC) are already in production.
Enabling the vision of the application-specific processor as the ubiquitous building block of future SoCs requires several innovations in architecture and design methodologies. These innovations should enable designers to create highly optimized instances of custom processors, which achieve high levels of processing efficiency in very short turnaround times (hardware-like efficiency from software solutions).
Despite significant advances in the supporting methodologies and automation tools for application-specific processor design (e.g., retargetable software tool chains), designers are still required to manually design custom instructions and the hardware to speed up the application, which is a slow, tedious, and error-prone process. Application-specific processor synthesis (or custom processor synthesis) attempts to address this problem by developing tools that automatically analyze the application, generate and evaluate various choices of the custom processor architecture, and select the one that best meets the designer's constraints (performance, area, power). Custom processor synthesis is quite challenging due to the complex inter-dependencies and tradeoffs involved in making the design decisions, which can be difficult to explore even for small applications. Moreover, the complexity of real-life embedded software applications makes this task even more challenging. A moderately sized program may have tens of thousands of lines of code and hundreds or thousands of functions. Fig. 1 shows the number of lines of code in some examples of embedded programs. Consider the task of synthesizing an application-specific processor-based MPEG-2 encoder/decoder. A typical MPEG-2 decoder implementation that we analyzed contains 7832 lines of code and 114 functions, while the encoder has 7605 additional lines of code that comprise 95 additional functions. As shown later in this paper, the number of candidate custom instructions that can be generated to accelerate such applications is huge. Thus, any method to explore the architectural design space needs to perform highly efficient design space exploration.
While a significant body of research, built up over a decade, exists for ASIP synthesis, most of it has focused on generating custom instruction sets and architectures from scratch, rather than specializing a given base processor and extending its existing instruction set. Most current commercial offerings, however, are based on the latter approach, since starting with a preoptimized, preverified base architecture considerably eases the challenging tasks of design verification as well as generation of the software development tool chain. More importantly, we believe that further research is required in order to allow these techniques to scale well with application program size, in order to handle large, realistic embedded software applications.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we discuss related work in the areas of application-specific processor design. In Section III, we outline our contributions. In Section IV, we demonstrate the need for scalable custom processor synthesis techniques, by illustrating the size and complexity of the custom instruction design space, and by showing that straightforward approaches may lead to poor quality solutions. In Section V, we introduce the proposed methodology and describe its constituent algorithms. In Section VI, we explain the software in which our methodology is implemented and the processor platform on which our methodology is verified. In Section VII, we discuss the experimental results. We conclude in Section VIII.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we discuss some previous work on ASIP design, configurable processor synthesis, and custom instruction generation and selection.
Fisher [3] and Keutzer et al. [4] have provided overviews of the benefits, challenges, and barriers in ASIP design. When designing ASIPs from scratch, the applications are usually expressed as dependence graphs and the complete instruction set is generated either together with the microarchitecture [5] , [6] , or using retargetable compilers based on given hardware descriptions [7] - [9] . The ASIP design can be viewed as a hardware/ software partitioning process. The process is to partition part of the application to software and part to hardware. Adams and Thomas presented different approaches for designing a mixed hardware/software system [10] . In most hardware/software partitioning, the system architecture consists of a microprocessor and some coprocessors (ASICs) connected by a bus [11] , [12] . In our approach, custom instructions are truly integrated in the pipeline stages of the processor, which forms a finer-grained partition.
Instead of designing an ASIP from scratch, configurable processor synthesis tailors custom processors by adding or deleting some options, or functional units, from the core processor. The PICO-NPA system, which automatically synthesizes nonprogrammable accelerators (NPAs), is described in [13] . In the PEAS-III system, the designers are given the freedom to select various processor parameters, describe micro-operations, and declare modules through a simple graphical user interface [14] . Seng et al. introduced the notion of a flexible instruction processor and parameterization of modular processor templates [15] . Gupta et al. proposed a compiler-directed approach to select among a few processor options under an area constraint [16] .
Dougherty et al. obtained the instruction set of ASIPs as a subset of the instruction set of a more general processor [17] . However, research has also focused on extending the existing instruction set of the base processor in order to speed up specific applications. Kucukcakar described an ASIP design methodology to modify processor architectures for custom instructions [18] . Choi et al. described a method to generate complex instructions from primitive ones [19] . Arnold and Corporaal provided a semi-automated method for detection and exploitation of custom instructions for domain-specific processors [20] . In [21] , Lee et al. proposed a method to choose from different instruction encoding alternatives in ASIP design. Atasu et al. described the methods to generate custom instructions from operation patterns [22] . Cheung et al. presented a technique to rapidly select custom instructions from a set of presynthesized custom instructions [23] . Clark et al. used a compiler-driven approach and examined cost/performance tradeoffs involved with selecting custom instructions [24] . However, these works all have a flat view of the target application. The computation complexity of the techniques in [19] and [20] make them unlikely to scale to large programs. Some input/output (I/O) constraints are specified in [22] , which would ideally be reflected in the cost function. The area cost of custom instructions is considered in [23] . However, these custom instructions are presynthesized, and the method can only select or drop an entire instruction. Similar to our work, an area model is considered in [24] for making performance-area tradeoffs. However, it limits its search space to I/O requirements and straight-line chains of operations.
III. PAPER OVERVIEW AND CONTRIBUTIONS
Our earlier work on custom instruction synthesis [25] provided a solution for small programs, which was, however, not scalable. In this paper, we make the following contributions.
• We provide a scalable methodology for application-specific processor synthesis. Given one or more application programs, and the desired design constraints (e.g., area), the methodology generates a custom processor architecture by extending the instruction set of a base processor, so that its performance in executing the given program is significantly improved.
• We develop efficient and accurate macromodels to estimate the performance and area of a base processor augmented with a given set of custom instructions. Instead of considering already selected custom instructions as atomic units, we consider the adding and dropping of operations inside each custom instruction, resulting in a more flexible, fine-grained approach.
• In order to address the size of the design space, we formulate the custom instruction pruning problem. While pruning, we not only consider each custom instruction independently, but also consider its performance and area impact with respect to all the other custom instructions.
• We exploit the fact that large software programs are written in a modular and hierarchical manner, and are composed of functions or procedures. We use the hierarchical structure of the program during several phases of our methodology, including hardware resource budgeting, and to structure our custom instruction selection process into local and global optimizations, much like a software compiler. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that uses the program hierarchy to synthesize application-specific processors for scalable applications.
• The proposed methodology solves the problem of custom instruction selection by recursively traversing the function call graph bottom-up-starting with smaller subprograms at the leaves of the function call graph, and finally, merging them to obtain the solution for the entire program.
• We have implemented the proposed techniques by integrating them in an open-source compiler research framework (SUIF [26] ), and have verified them using a commercial extensible processor (Tensilica's Xtensa [1] ). We have evaluated our tool by using it to generate custom processor architectures based on Xtensa for several embedded software programs. The resulting custom processors were subjected to logic synthesis and technology mapping to a commercial technology library, in order to estimate their area and performance. Our experiments indicate that custom processors generated using the proposed methodology can result in significant efficiency improvements in very small synthesis times.
IV. MOTIVATION
In traditional manual custom instruction design flows, designers need to read through the program, pick out performancecritical functions, analyze them, specify custom instructions, and rewrite the program to invoke them. This is a very slow and error-prone process. Moreover, it is difficult for designers to perform global tradeoffs. Hence, the generated custom instructions result in poor quality solutions.
The objective of custom instruction synthesis for extensible processors is to solve the following problem.
Problem 1: Given an extensible processor and an application, generate a set of custom instructions to speed up the application as much as possible while keeping the total area of the processor within the given area budget.
In a manual design, designers may be able to obtain custom instructions for different parts of the program, and then select a subset of these instructions to meet the area budget. However, this approach has several drawbacks. One frequently finds identical code in different parts of a large program. It is easy for a designer to overlook this fact and not be able to exploit it for larger speed-ups. It may be possible to reduce the number of operations in the derived custom instructions to try to meet the area budget. However, because of the huge search space involved, a designer is likely to just choose a subset of the custom instructions he/she found, and may not try to shrink individual custom instructions, in order to meet the area budget. As shown later, reducing operations in one custom instruction has an impact on how other custom instructions have to be transformed as a result.
A program may have a number of functions and a hierarchical structure. The following example illustrates the huge custom instruction design space, and why manual design is very difficult.
Example 1: Fig. 2(a) shows part of a function call graph of the mpeg2decode program, rooted at function slice. In this graph, an edge from a parent function to a child function indicates that the parent calls the child. The edges are marked with the number of times each function is called. This is not a complete call graph as some children and library function calls are not shown in the figure for the sake of clarity. Fig. 2(b) shows a table whose entries indicate the number of cycles each function consumes. The number of cycles of the functions do not include children functions, and are obtained from the profiling statistics of the application on the base processor.
From the function call graph, we can obtain a number of custom instructions. In functions idctcol and idctrow, the largest custom instructions have 63 and 64 operations, respectively. The largest custom instruction is an instruction that includes as many operations as possible inside a basic block. As the custom instructions do not include memory operations, the sizes of such instructions are also limited by memory accesses. Note that the largest custom instruction may not necessarily yield the best performance (this is because it may require too many inputs and outputs, which may reduce its performance, as discussed later). If we need to drop some operations from the largest custom instruction because of some other constraints (e.g., area), we may end up with more than 100 000 custom instruction candidates just for these two functions. Additionally, for functions form_component_predic-tion, Add_Block, and saturate, we can obtain 16, 11, and 1 largest custom instructions, respectively, that need to be investigated further.
If we only consider the largest custom instructions, we have 2 possible choices for this small call graph, because for each custom instruction, we may either select it in the final implementation or not. In the entire program, we can find nearly 300 largest custom instructions (these are the custom instructions whose size cannot be increased any further). If we consider the possible combinations of smaller custom instructions, the number of choices would run into the billions.
Example 1 illustrates that the design space is very large for hierarchical programs, and hence, it is not possible to efficiently solve the custom processor synthesis problem through exhaustive means. One approach may be to divide a large program into several smaller programs and solve the problem for the latter first. This divide-and-conquer approach can significantly reduce the design space. However, a simple divide-and-conquer algorithm may lead to a very inferior solution. For example, a straightforward divide-and-conquer algorithm would be to divide the available area among the different functions based on the number of cycles that each function consumes in the base processor. While on the surface this may seem like a reasonable area allocation, the following example illustrates why it could be highly suboptimal. Fig. 2(a) . A candidate custom instruction is a candidate to be used to augment the processor. Whether it is selected in the final implementation depends on its quality (e.g., performance improvement, influence on other code), and cost (e.g., extra area, power). The total number of cycles for all the functions is 3 674 411. The table also shows the number of cycles saved if that custom instruction were to be used, the area for the custom instructions (in layout grids), and the number of user-defined custom registers. The cycles saved is the difference between the number of cycles used to execute the target application when the custom instruction is not used and when it is used.
The problem with the previous allocation policy mentioned above is that it allocates the area budget for each function before we even know whether custom instructions can be found for it, and if so, how much area they actually require. Hence, except for the few functions that yield custom instructions, the area allocated to all other functions is totally wasted. It turns out that the area allocated to function idctcol is much larger than the area required for its best custom instruction. If the allocated area is fixed, and we cannot move the spare area to other functions, then this also represents waste. To make matters worse, the area required to implement is larger than the area allocated to its function, idctrow. Hence, in this case, we will not even be able to choose the custom instruction that can yield the best performance. We will need to shrink the custom instruction in some way to satisfy the local area requirement. Finally, in some cases, a custom instruction may yield a speed-up only if it is large enough (otherwise the overheads may swamp the benefits). This means that there is an area lower bound for a custom instruction to be useful. If it so happens that the area lower bound for is a little above its local area requirement, we cannot even choose . In summary, if we use a straightforward area budgeting algorithm, because of the large discrepancy between the saved cycles, area of custom instructions, and the number of cycles required for the function that the custom instructions belong to, the result may very easily get stuck in an inferior solution.
In Example 2, we assumed that each custom instruction has an area requirement, independent of the area required for the other custom instructions. However, sometimes it is possible for two custom instructions to share area because of a similar structure, or a similar number of inputs and outputs, which further complicates the problem.
A typical reduced instruction set computer (RISC) instruction can only have a few inputs and outputs encoded in an instruction. Suppose these numbers are and , respectively. If we restrict the number of inputs and outputs of custom instructions to and , respectively, we may end up with very few custom instruction candidates, and hence, may not obtain the complete benefit of using custom instructions. Fortunately, many commercial extensible processors, like Xtensa [1] , allow more inputs and outputs for custom instructions. Besides the general-purpose register file, they allow user-defined registers. Before custom instructions are invoked, some WRITE instructions write input data to the relevant user-defined registers. Then the custom instruction implicitly reads the data from user-defined registers during computation, and writes results to user-defined registers. After the computation is complete, some READ instructions explicitly read the data from user-defined registers into the processor's general-purpose registers.
User-defined registers are local to the custom hardware. They are used just before and after custom instruction computation. At other times, the values in those registers are invalid. Hence, we can reuse user-defined registers for different custom instructions, if they are guaranteed to execute sequentially, which is true for programs on single-pipeline processors. Some software transformations, such as loop-independent code motion, can increase the lifetime of user-defined registers. Thus, the previous constraint needs to be kept in mind while performing such transformations.
Example 3: In Example 2, area sharing of user-defined registers was not considered in area allocation for custom instructions. Hence, each custom instruction had its own user-defined registers. If we consider sharing of user-defined registers, we can use 13 such registers for all the custom instructions, instead of the previous 30. Assuming each user-defined register consumes 3800 grids of area, we can save 64 600 grids of area. This area can be redirected to obtain larger performance improvements.
V. METHODOLOGY AND ALGORITHMS
In this section, we describe our methodology for synthesis of custom instructions. We first provide an overview of the whole design flow and then describe the important steps in detail.
A. Overview [26] .
In Phase I, the algorithm first takes a target program (in C) as input (block 1), and performs some target-independent transformations, e.g., constant folding, copy propagation, common subexpression elimination, etc. (block 2) to simplify the input program. Typical input data sequences are fed to the transformed IR (block 3) and generate the profiling statistics (block 4), program dependence graph (block 5), and call graph (block 6). The profiling statistics are used to obtain the execution frequency of each basic block, while the hierarchical program dependence graph is used to obtain the operation connectivity within and across basic blocks. Based on all these data, custom instruction templates are generated (block 7). 1 Only the largest possible template inside each basic block is generated, leaving the pruning of templates to Phase II. The largest template is obtained by greedily including as many operations as possible. This significantly reduces the complexity of template generation. Note that the largest template may not necessarily be the fastest template, since the extra inputs and outputs may reduce the speed-up. Hence, it is important to use a fast, yet accurate, algorithm to pick out the best templates under a given area constraint. A lot of C programs use macros for convenience. The same macro may appear at different places in the program, resulting in the same code. It would be ideal to identify some good macros and transform them to custom instructions before they are expanded. However, macros are dismantled in a preprocessing step and have no type information. Thus, it is not possible to do this. Therefore, after all the largest custom instruction templates are generated, we collect information on which templates are identical and merge such templates into one (block 8). The merged template has the attributes (e.g., number of execution cycles) of all the identical templates. Finally, a modified IR with custom instruction template annotations (block 9) is passed to Phase II.
Since the design space for realistic software programs is extremely large, we cannot use a flattened description of the application to solve Problem 1. Therefore, Phase II makes use of the program hierarchy to divide the large program into several smaller programs, each having a much smaller design space. The custom instruction solutions for the smaller programs are recursively combined to gradually converge to a solution for the original program. For each custom instruction template, we first perform some local optimizations (block 10). We next mark the level in the hierarchy at which each function resides (block11). We start from the leaf functions (block 12), dynamically compute the area and number of cycles saved for all the templates (block 13), and then compute the target area for the templates, which is the area budget for the current function and its subgraph (block 14). Based on the target area, we shrink or expand the custom instruction templates in the function subgraph (block15). If all the functions at a level have been processed, we ascend levels in the function hierarchy and repeat the process (block16). Finally, when we reach the root function, a set of custom instruction templates satisfying the global area constraints has been selected (block 17). A more detailed explanation for these steps is given in Section V-B.
Phase III performs more software transformations (block 18) including optimizations like loop-invariant motion, and generates the custom instruction descriptions (block 21). The original program is also modified through insertion of calls into custom instructions (blocks 19 and 20) . Finally, the custom processor, which includes the base processor and custom instructions, is built, synthesized, and verified (block 22).
B. Details
In this section, we describe the steps in Phase II in detail. First, we mathematically formulate the problem using a flattened hierarchy (note that this formulation is only applicable to small programs). Then, we present an algorithm to solve the formulated problem in a flat way. After that, we describe a global exploration algorithm to reduce the design space using the program hierarchy. Detailed methods for target area computation and custom instruction partition are described last.
1) Problem Formulation:
Our objective is to solve Problem 1. To have a clearer understanding of this problem, we define a custom instruction more rigorously.
Definition 1: A custom instruction can be represented as a directed acyclic graph (DAG),
. Node represents an operation. Edge represents the data dependence between two nodes . is called the data dependence predecessor of (abbreviated to predecessor), while is called the data dependence successor of (abbreviated to successor). is the symbol that connects and . There are two special nodes, source and drain .
is the predecessor of all input nodes, and is the successor of all output nodes. and are the input and output sets of the custom instruction, respectively. In , Out .
In and Out represent the number of inputs and outputs, respectively. Definition 2: Each node has two attributes: cycles , representing the number of cycles required to compute the operation in the base processor, and area , representing the area incurred if the operation is part of a custom instruction.
Definition 3: Each custom instruction has three attributes: execution count , representing the number of times the custom instruction is executed, cycles saved and area . They are computed using the following equations:
In Definition 3, (1) computes the cycles saved for each execution of the custom instruction. The first term gives the number of cycles needed on the base processor, which is the summation of the number of cycles for all operations. 2 The second term gives the number of cycles needed using the custom instruction, which is derived as shown in (2) . Its first term, , denotes the number of scheduled cycles used by the custom instruction. Because each custom instruction is composed of a number of operations, and each operation takes some time to execute, the execution time of the custom instruction is determined by the longest delay path from all inputs to all outputs of the custom instruction. 3 The delay may be longer than the clock period, in which case, a multicycle instruction is used. The number of cycles needed for the computation can be obtained by comparing the longest delay of the custom instruction and the processor clock period, so that all operations of the custom instruction can be finished within cycles. The multicycle instruction is automatically pipelined. Even though the delay of the instruction is cycles, the throughput is still one cycle per instruction. The second and third terms give the extra cycles needed to WRITE and READ values to and from user-defined registers, assuming the custom instruction can encode and inputs and outputs in the instruction, respectively. The extra inputs have to be written to user-defined registers before computation. These WRITE instructions take extra cycles. Similar arguments hold for outputs. In (1) , is the number of cycles saved per iteration. The total number of cycles saved can be obtained by multiplying with the execution count . In both terms of (1), only the computational operations are considered. Such an estimate is reasonable because the custom instruction generation pass is performed after all other platform-independent optimizations. Hence, the code is already well optimized. The equation does not consider the cycles consumed by cache misses and register spills. However, custom instruction implementation generally requires fewer registers. Hence, cache misses and register spills are less likely to appear in custom instruction implementation, and thus, its number of cycles saved can be potentially higher. Equation (3) computes the area of the custom instruction. It is composed of two parts.
denotes the base area of the custom instruction, required for decoding and other interface logic. If any operation in the custom instruction is chosen, the base area should be added to the custom instruction area. The second term gives the functional unit area.
The total area of all the custom instructions can be computed as follows:
In Out
Because the area to implement user-defined registers can be shared across custom instructions, we include it as a separate, common term in (4) .
represents the area for user-defined registers, which is the sum of the maximum number of extra inputs and maximum number of extra outputs times unit userdefined register area . The total area is the sum of the area of each custom instruction and the area of user-defined registers. Now, Problem 1 can be restated as follows. Problem 2: Given a base processor, an application, and an area budget , find a set of custom instructions such that is maximized while AREA . After Phase I, a number of custom instructions becomes available, where typically . Thus, we need to select a subset of the custom instruction nodes. The problem can now be further refined as follows.
Problem 3: Given a base processor, an application, and an area budget , suppose custom instructions are found and there are operations in custom instruction . We need to find an assignment of values to variables for node of custom instruction , in order to maximize the following cost function: (6) where (7) In Out
In ( 
is iff any node in any path from to or from back to has . 2) Custom Instruction Scaling: Given a target area, all the templates in the function subgraph are shrunk or expanded to meet the target area in order to solve Problem 3. We chose a greedy algorithm with some relaxation to obtain the custom instructions under the area constraint.
In the algorithm, we first compare the area AREA of the initial solution and the target area . If the actual area is larger than the target area, we start deleting operation nodes. Otherwise, we start adding nodes. Because of user register sharing across custom instruction templates, each template cannot be considered separately. Each operation deletion/addition impacts the number of cycles saved and area of all custom instructions under consideration. Fig. 4 gives the pseudocode for node deletion. We first save the initially selected operations of the templates in solution (line: 1), and try all single operation deletion possibilities (lines: 2-4). Then we choose to delete the operation that results in the remaining custom instructions to have the highest ratio of the number of cycles saved over area and update the single operation deletion possibilities of that template correspondingly (lines: 6-29). Note that with node deletion, the area is always smaller in the long run. If in one try, however, the custom instruction area is smaller than the area budget, we compare it with the best solution computed so far. If its number of cycles saved is more than that for the best solution or they are equal but its area is smaller, we update the best solution (lines: [13] [14] [15] [16] ). This process is repeated until no further deletion can be done. For node addition, we first try all addition possibilities that lead to performance improvement, compute the area and cycles saved, and choose the one that has the highest ratio of cycles saved over area. We also keep track of the best solution computed thus far. If a better solution is found, we add the node and update the best solution.
Example 4: Fig. 5 gives the structure of a median-sized custom instruction from the program implementing the secure hash algorithm (SHA). The software implementation has 14 operations and consumes at least 14 cycles. The 14 operations can be deleted one by one using the pseudocode presented in Fig. 4 . For example, from the output side, the addition operation that computes the value "A" can be deleted, then the addition operation that computes "a9" can be deleted. From the input side, the addition operation that computes "a6" can be deleted, or the shift operation that computes "a1." The exact sequence of deletions is determined by the algorithm presented in Fig. 4. 3) Global Exploration: Directly applying the algorithm previously described under a tight area budget to the entire applica- tion may lead to inferior solutions. Using other search methods, such as simulated annealing or genetic algorithm, may improve the solution quality. However, it will significantly increase the synthesis time, especially when AREA. We make use of the program hierarchy to recursively solve Problem 3 for subprograms of the program, gradually reducing the area budget and, finally, converging to the global solution. In this way, the bad custom instructions are pruned out early when the subprograms are small and good custom instructions are preserved till the end of the global exploration process. Fig. 6 gives the pseudocode for the algorithm. For each template, we first perform local optimization by dividing the template if the divided template can yield better performance and smaller area (Section V-B5). We also perform some initial pruning of the templates (Section V-B4). Then we break the loops in the call graph to form a DAG. We mark the levels of all the functions in the call graph, starting from the root function (main) and marking it as 1, then marking all the functions it calls as 2, and so on. Basically, a function is marked as being at level if the highest level of the caller function is , on the condition that it is not assigned a level. Starting from the function at the leaf level, we compute the total number of cycles saved and area AREA for all the templates passed from Phase I, using (6) and (12), respectively, disregarding the area constraint for now.
For each function at the current level, we again compute the total number of cycles saved and area AREA for all the templates in the function subgraph, i.e., functions directly or indirectly called by the current function. Then we compute the target area (detailed discussion is in Section V-B4) and solve Problem 3 by shrinking or expanding all the templates in the function subgraph to meet the target area, depending on whether the target area is smaller or larger than the current area the selected custom instructions consume. As a special case of shrinking, a custom instruction may be completely dropped. After all the functions at the current level have been processed, we decrease the level number and perform the computation again. Note that a lower level corresponds to a larger function subgraph, resulting in a larger design space search. The previous custom instruction selection step just provides an initial solution for the current search.
The following example illustrates the previous algorithm. Example 5: Fig. 7 (a) depicts part of a call graph of the pretty good privacy (PGP) application. Each node is a function. The application signs and encrypts a plain text into an encrypted file with the owner's signature attached to it. The MD5 algorithm is used to get the digital signature of the text, and the text body is encrypted via the AES algorithm. Fig. 7(b) gives the number of largest custom instructions found in each function subgraph. A function subgraph is a group of functions directly or indirectly called by the root function of the subgraph. The largest custom instruction is an instruction that includes as many operations as possible inside a basic block. Fig. 7(c) gives examples of custom instructions found in one largest custom instruction. The saved cycles, area, and user-register area of the custom instruction versions are shown in the second, third, and fourth columns, respectively. Note that, since the individual operation inside a custom instruction can be added or dropped, the number of possible custom instruction versions is exponential. Fig. 7(c) does not extensively list all the custom instruction versions for that largest custom instruction. Fig. 7(d) gives the number of cycles saved and area before and after applying the global exploration algorithm as well as the computed target area. If all best performance custom instructions are chosen, disregarding area budget, the execution time of the program can be reduced by 440 157 cycles, while consuming 960 618 grids of area. These numbers are obtained by greedily utilizing custom instructions to speed up the application as much as possible. It is the upper bound on the number of cycles that can be saved.
Suppose the target area for the entire program is 360 000 grids. As shown in Fig. 7(d) , at level 3, before processing function subgraph make_certificate, its number of saved cycles is 66 110, while consuming 70 494 grids of area. The computed target area is 75 083 grids. After processing the function subgraph, the number of cycles saved and custom instruction area remain the same. Similarly, before processing function subgraph MDfile, its number of saved cycles is 178 717, while consuming 188 771 grids of area. The computed target area is 167 674 grids. After scaling the function subgraph, the number of cycles saved and area become 137 088 cycles and 161 454 grids, respectively. The target area is not very different for the function subgraphs. Similar results can be obtained at levels 2 and 1.
4) Target Area Computation:
In both local optimization and global exploration steps, we need to compute the target area, and shrink or expand templates correspondingly to meet the target area. The modified templates form the new initial solution for the next level. Several factors that follow need to be considered to compute the target area.
• The target area that the template occupies should be in proportion to its potential for performance savings. For example, a template contributing 1% of the total cycles saved cannot be allowed to occupy 10% of the total budgeted area, if that area can be used for some other templates that can contribute to more saved cycles.
• While the global area budget must be satisfied, the local area budgets (or targets) should not be treated as rigid constraints, since that frequently results in highly suboptimal solutions. We propose to use a gradual reduction of the area constraint in order to retain sufficient flexibility for optimization till the last stages of the exploration process when the optimization procedure has visibility of the entire function call graph. This reduces the chances of getting stuck in local optima.
Based on the previously mentioned factors, we first compute the local target area for each template, and shrink the template correspondingly. The local target area is computed using the following function:
AREA (16) where is a constant relaxation factor. It is usually greater than one. Its purpose is to relax the area budget so that the custom instructions are not pruned too aggressively at the very beginning. For example, suppose is set to 3, then only the custom instructions consuming more than three times the area they deserve are pruned. In some programs, some custom instructions only save a few cycles while consuming a significant portion of the area. They should be pruned at the very beginning.
is the number of cycles saved by the current template and is the number of cycles saved by all the templates. Since in the global exploration phase, some templates will be considered earlier than others, local optimization provides a relatively good initial solution for the next phase.
In the global exploration phase, at level , we compute the target area based on the following function:
here represents the number of cycles saved by templates in the current function subgraph. The first factor in (17) reflects the first aspect we previously considered. Ideally, the percentage of the area each template occupies should correspond to the percentage of the number of cycles saved by the template. The second factor in this equation reflects the philosophy of gradually reducing area. There are steps from level to 1. Each time the area budget is tightened a little bit, i.e., by AREA . The custom instructions area is, thus, gradually reduced to the area budget.
5) Custom Instruction Partitioning:
In Phase I of Fig. 3 , we compute the largest custom instruction in a basic block, but it may not necessarily be the best candidate in terms of performance. If the custom instruction has more than inputs and outputs, some cycles are needed to WRITE/READ extra values to/from user-defined registers. If the number of inputs or outputs is too large, the WRITE or READ instruction will dominate the number of cycles required to execute the custom instruction.
However, if the large custom instruction can be divided into several smaller custom instructions, and the execution cycles of the large custom instruction is greater than the sum of the execution cycles of the small custom instructions, the division can improve performance without significant cost. Usually, if this is beneficial, the total area for the divided custom instructions is smaller too, because of area sharing of user-defined registers. The following example illustrates custom instruction partitioning.
Example 6: Suppose one large custom instruction has three inputs In In In and two outputs Out Out , uses two user-defined registers, one for the input and one for the output, and takes three cycles. The code is shown as follows. Here, refers to writing (reading) of a user-defined register In Out
In In Out
If the above custom instruction is divided into two smaller custom instructions, as shown next, they will not use any userdefined registers and take only two cycles in all
Out
In In Out Out
Thus, one cycle is saved for each execution of the custom instruction.
The previous example illustrates that sometimes it is beneficial to divide a large custom instruction into two or more smaller custom instructions. Our methodology performs this optimization before global exploration to further improve the solution quality.
VI. IMPLEMENTATION BASIS
In this section, we describe the extensible processor platform used in our work, as well as the compiler infrastructure within which our tools were implemented.
A. Xtensa Processor
Tensilica's Xtensa [1] is a five-stage pipeline ASIP. Its architecture was designed from scratch to be customizable. Its main features are as follows.
• The designer can select a number of architectural options to enhance the base processor core, e.g., whether to include some functional units (e.g., multiplier, multiply-accumulator) and floating point coprocessor, configure the register file, cache/memory interface, and exception/interrupt mechanisms, and include test and debugging support.
• The designer can extend the base processor by writing some custom instructions to speed up some specific applications.
• A complete GNU-based software tool suite and hardware synthesis and verification scripts are automatically generated to match the configuration specified in the processor generator. This enables rapid design, verification, and evaluation of the application-specific hardware and software. Tensilica provides a Tensilica instruction extension (TIE) language [27] using which custom instructions can be specified. The custom instructions can be either single-cycled or multicycled. Instead of invoking the custom instructions at the assembly level, TIE instructions can be directly inserted into high-level languages such as C and C++. At most, two inputs and one output can be encoded in the instruction. If a custom instruction has more inputs or outputs, it can implicitly READ from or WRITE to some internal user-defined registers, whose values need to be explicitly written in or read out.
B. SUIF
SUIF is an open-source compiler research tool [26] . The intermediate format is a mixed-level program representation. It has both high-level constructs, such as loops, condition statements, arrays, structures, etc., as well as low-level constructs. The intermediate format is target-independent and can be transformed back to high-level language (C).
A number of optimizations (passes) can be applied to the intermediate format and the output written in the same format. Each pass can perform one analysis or transformation. Because of the modular property, designers can select and order the optimizations very easily. They can also write their own passes for specific purposes. We wrote a number of passes to generate, select, and optimize the custom instructions.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have implemented the design flow given in Fig. 3 using SUIF [26] . We calibrated the area and delay of a library of register-transfer level (RTL) components. As in (3), the area of one custom instruction is the sum of the base area and the area required for the component implementing the operation. The delay of one custom instruction is the sum of the operation component delay of the critical path of the custom instruction (note that the final area/delay results are reported based on accurate lower-level tools). We used the simple profiling system in SUIF [28] to obtain profiling statistics (block 4 in the flow of Fig. 3 ), the program dependence graph generator [29] to get the program dependence graph (block 5), and some code transformation passes of SUIF to transform the code (blocks 2, 3, 6, 9, 18, and 20). We also implemented some passes to perform some custom instruction-specific transformations (blocks 2, 7-9, and 17-19). For example, we computed the bitwidth of variables to reduce the hardware area [30] . The chosen custom instructions were transformed into TIE language (block 21). Those instructions were automatically inserted into the optimized IR (block 19). 4 We verified our implementations with the Xtensa [1] platform from Tensilica, using a GNU-based compiler to compile the program with and without custom instructions, instruction set simulator (ISS) to get the execution cycle count, TIE compiler to convert custom instruction descriptions to RTL Verilog code, and Synopsys Design Compiler [31] to synthesize the RTL Verilog code and map it to a commercial 0.18-m technology library [32] . We limit the number of inputs and outputs that can be encoded in the custom instructions to two and one, respectively.
We evaluated our flow using 11 benchmarks. ADPCM refers to adaptive differential pulse code modulation. AES refers to the advanced encryption standard algorithm. DCT denotes a discrete cosine transform algorithm. DES refers to the data encryption standard algorithm. G721 is a voice compression algorithm. MD5 denotes a message digest algorithm. SHA denotes a secure hash algorithm. SSL refers to the secure socket layer protocol. GSM_ENC and GSM_DEC are the encoder and decoder for the TABLE III  COMPARISON OF PERFORMANCE AND AREA USING OUR TOOL GSM protocol, respectively. MPEG2_DEC is a decoder for the MPEG2 standard. ADPCM, DCT, G721, and MPEG2_DEC were obtained from MediaBench [33] . AES, SHA, GSM_ENC, and GSM_DEC were obtained from MiBench [34] . The other benchmarks were obtained from the Internet. We ran our tool on a 1.2-GHz Pentium-III processor with 256-MB memory. The area budget for the benchmarks was set in such a way that increasing the area budget did not significantly increase benchmark performance.
Tables II and III summarize the results of our experiments. Since the benchmarks are hierarchical, we first show the number of their functions and levels. Table II compares the execution time and energy 5 of the benchmarks on the original base processor, and the customized processor (with custom instructions generated by our tool). The benchmarks in Table III need fairly large input datasets to produce reasonable time distributions among the functions. The energy consumption for these benchmarks could not be obtained by RTL simulators. Hence, only performance is reported. These benchmarks are so large that the flat approach proposed in our earlier work [25] failed to report results in a reasonable time. The clock period for both processors is 6.5 ns. We also include the area overhead due to the addition of the custom instructions, the number of custom instructions selected, and the time required by our tool to generate and select the custom instructions. The number of execution cycles is reported by a cycle-accurate ISS. The area is obtained after logic synthesis of the entire processor. Energy is estimated by the commercial tool, PowerTheater from Sequence Design Inc. [35] . Custom instruction synthesis using our tool usually takes less than a minute. The synthesis time was hours in our earlier work, which uses a flat approach. Verification based on simulating and profiling the modified program on the custom processor using the Xtensa [1] software tool chain, and synthesizing the entire custom processor using Design Compiler [31] , usually takes several hours. The results indicate that our methodology can quickly (in seconds to minutes) generate and prune custom instructions for realistic programs. The selected custom instructions can achieve a performance improvement of up to 6.07 (average of 2.82 ) over the original processor core with a base instruction set. Energy consumption for the first eight benchmarks is reduced by up to 3.45 (average of 2.16 ), and energy-delay product is reduced by up to 18.85 (average of 7.64 ). 5 Energy is computed as the product of the average power of the customized processor for the duration of the execution and the execution time of the application program.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
Custom processor synthesis is quite challenging for real-life applications because of the complex interdependencies and tradeoffs involved in making the design decisions. Companies that license application-specific processors, such as Tensilica, are also working towards developing such a framework [36] . In this paper, we used the modular and hierarchical structure of the program and provided a scalable methodology for application-specific processor synthesis. We have integrated our design flow in an open-source compiler and verified it on a commercial extensible processor. Our experiments demonstrate that our hierarchical approach can effectively tackle large programs, achieving significant performance/energy improvements in very small synthesis times. 
